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The complexity of narrative





German narratologist Ansgar Nünning has suggested that ‘the more narratological literary and cultural history become and the more historically and culturally oriented narratology becomes, the better for both’ (Nünning 2000: 345). Nünning is far from the only contemporary narrative theorist who has emphasized the importance of reconceptualizing narratology and narrative studies as such, and there is a general consensus that narrative should be viewed within a cultural and historical context.  One way of doing that is by realizing the complexity of narrative both when it is viewed as a theoretical notion, and when it is used to refer to a body of texts. My aim in this paper is to bring to light some of this complexity by discoursing on how a painting tells a story.  It is the complexity of narrative that interests me rather than the complexity of narrative. This means that I will not engage in a critique of complexity theory but rather use it as a theoretical angle from which to approach narrative in a hopefully fruitful way. By talking about narrative by means of painting, I may seem to have made things unnecessarily complicated, but I think there is a point in avoiding the ‘default’ narrative categories (novels and short stories) as it accentuates how much of narrative construction that relies on context (historical, cultural and theoretical) rather than ‘the text in itself’.​[1]​ 
The paper is in two parts: The first part introduces the theoretical and methodological frame by offering a definition of ‘narrative’ as well as a discussion of ‘narrative painting’. By doing that it tries to answer two questions: what is complex about narrative, and what is narrative about painting. The second part provides a reading of a series of narrative paintings from the 17th century to the 20th century, leading up to a discussion of a series of narrative paintings by contemporary Danish painter Poul Anker Bech. 
1.  What is complex about narrative and what is narrative about painting?
What is complex about narrative? 
Before we can say something about the complexity of narrative, we have to remember that narrative broadly refers to two things: a certain genre or body of texts such as novels and short stories and a mode of understanding (the etymology of the word ‘narrative’ shows a relation to the Latin Gnarus - ‘knowing’, ‘expert’, ‘acquainted with’, which derives from the Indo-European gna, ‘to know’ (Prince 1990: 1-2)). In other words, narrative refers both to a way of characterizing a text and a way of understanding (a text, an object, ourselves and the worlds around us). When we consider what is complex about narrative, we have to keep in mind these two meanings of the word narrative, where one sees narrative as an aspect of or underlying something to be studied, and where the other sees narrative as a means for knowing and understanding something. In the first case there seems to be something inherently narrative about narratives whereas this is not necessarily so in the latter case. This is important for how we approach narrative.
In ‘classical’ narrative theory (structuralist narratology) narrative was seen as an underlying system comparable to Saussure’s la langue, that is, as a coherent discoverable system existing prior to any actual narrative – ordered, stable and synchronic.  ‘Postclassical’ narrative theory, on the other hand, has removed itself from this structuralist way of understanding narrative, and as Currie has pointed out, there has been a transition from discovery to invention, poetics to politics, and coherence to complexity.​[2]​
If we accept Curries characterization of post-classical narratology and consider each of the three terms he applies to post-classical narratology, we get what will my basic assumptions for how narrative will be understood in the following discussion of the complexity of narrative:
1.	If we accept that discovery has been replaced by invention, we move towards a ‘constructivist’ kind of narratology where narrative is no longer an underlying system just waiting for the narratologist to come along and discover it; rather it is seen as a system that is constructed in our attempt to understand something as a ‘narrative’. Narratives are in other words not objects that can be studied objectively (or scientifically) but constructs. 
2.	If we accept that poetics has been replaced by politics, we move towards the many kinds of contextualized narratologies where narratology has met with other disciplines and scientific fields (some of the most interesting new narratologies are based on cognitive science), and where it serves purposes ‘beyond’ the poetical. So, narrative has other functions than the poetical ones, and narratology becomes relevant outside of literary departments.
3.	If we accept that coherence has been replaced by complexity, it can mean at least two things: a) we move away from the idea of narrative as a stable coherent structure and towards a notion of narrative as unstable, contradictory, and incoherent. That is, instead of finding (or constructing) the underlying stable system of any narrative, we focus on the indeterminacies and contradictions of any narrative. Narratives are no longer seen as reducible to underlying systems but as contradictory and irreducible in themselves (this is Currie’s main point). b) The way we approach something as a narrative – and the way we use narrative as a mode of understanding – is complex. The complexity of narrative is not (only) that which defines the narrative as an object, but (also) what defines our understanding of something as narrative (this will be one of my points here).
To sum up, in the following narratives will be seen as unstable, irreducible, contradictory, incoherent, and contextualized constructs. And that is why it makes sense to say that narratives are complex and to speak of the complexity of narrative.
What is narrative about painting?
The above definition shows the change in the understanding of narrative from classical to post-classical narratology. Yet we need to be more precise in order to answer my second question (what is narrative about painting), as narratives are not the only constructs that are unstable, irreducible, contradictory, incoherent and contextualized. In fact it could be a description of any complex system, and obviously not all complex systems are narrative. For something to count as a narrative and to avoid the option that anything would be defined as narrative, we must describe it in more details. Here I turn to Marie-Laure Ryan’s understanding of narrative as an example of the ‘cognitive turn’ in recent narratology. Ryan’s main point is that narrative must be defined on the basis of story (rather than on the basis of discourse – this distinction in narratology goes back to the Russian formalist distinction between ‘fabula’ and ‘sjuzhet’), and that story is a cognitive construct: ‘Narrative may be a combination of story and discourse, but it is its ability to evoke stories in the mind that distinguishes narrative discourse from other text types. A definition of the concept of narrativity is thus a definition of the features that characterise the cognitive construct that narratologists call ‘story’’ [emphases added] (Ryan 2004).
Ryan then lists three sets of features characterizing story: 1. the spatial dimension: a narrative must evoke a world inhabited by individual agents (characters) and objects; 2. the temporal dimension: this world must undergo changes of state that are caused by physical events (accidents/’happenings’ and deliberate actions by intelligent agents); 3: the logical, mental and formal dimension: The events must be connected by a network of causal relations as well as by mental states and events (goals, plans, and emotions), which turn them into a plot. This is what holds 1 and 2 together. Yet it is important to stress that not all narratives show the same degree of all three. In much postmodern literature, for example, our narrative expectation for plot is played with or not met. 
It is also important to stress that Ryan’s notion of narrative and story is not essentialist: the actual narrative does not necessarily ‘contain’ the above features of story – the story is a cognitive construct. She is also not regarding story as preceding narrative (For a further discussion of this see for example Jonathan Culler’s chapter on ‘Story and Discourse in the Analysis of Narrative’ from The Pursuit of Signs). David Herman is a little clearer on this issue of how story (in Ryan’s sense of the word) is a cognitive construct. Herman suggests that we replace  ‘story’ with ‘storyworld’ as it better ‘captures what might be called the ecology of narrative interpretation.’ (Herman 2002:13), and he goes on:
Again, it would be difficult to account for the immersive potential of stories by appeal to structuralist notions of story, that is, strictly in terms of events and existents arranged into a plot by the narrative presentation. Interpreters of narrative do not merely reconstruct a sequence of events and a set of existents but imaginatively (emotionally, viscerally) inhabit a world in which, besides happening and existing, things matter, agitate, exalt, repulse, provide grounds for laughter and grief, and so on – both for narrative participants and for interpreters of the story. More than reconstructed timelines and inventories of existents, storyworlds are mentally and emotionally projected environments in which interpreters are called upon to live out complex blends of cognitive and imaginative response, encompassing sympathy, the drawing of causal interferences, identification, evaluation, suspense, and so on. (Herman 2002: 16-17) 

Ryan’s and Herman’s understandings of narrative make it possible to view narratives as constructs while still retaining ideas about ‘story’. 
Ryan defines narrative as a media free term. This is nothing new, as classical narratologists, such as Bremond in the 1960s, saw story as something that could be transferred from one media to another – the whole idea of classical narratology was to discover the underlying ‘grammar of narrative’. What is new is that Ryan openly recognizes that not all media have the same narrative potential. We must therefore find a way of dealing with ‘narrative media’ which to a certain extent accepts the notion of story as independent of the medium without leaving out the configuring action of the medium. The choice of a certain medium modifies the way in which the story is shaped, presented and received. Ryan thus rejects the idea of medium as a ‘hollow pipe’ and instead suggests  - rephrasing Ong – that information must be fitted to the shape and size of the pipeline (Ryan 2003), and that media can be simultaneously modes of transmission and means of expression. 
Painting would count as a narrative medium because it is a category that ‘truly makes a difference as to what stories can be evoked or told, how they are presented, why they are communicated, and how they are experienced (Ryan 2003).’ First, painting is a medium ‘without language channel’, and so Ryan sees it as specializing in the retelling of known narratives (as opposed to language-based media which have more potential to create new narratives). But by retelling known narratives, paintings also recreate or reconstruct those narratives, so they end up producing original versions. Many different kinds of painting are narrative in Ryan’s sense of the word, but not all. I think we must make a difference between different kinds and genres of painting, and we can do that on the basis of the three dimensions of story described above. History painting (for example Benjamin West’s The Death of General Wolfe (1771)) is probably the kind of painting that most explicitly retells known stories and it implies characters, events and plot that are already known. Some genre paintings and mythical paintings do the same (for example Jan Breughel the Elder and Peter Paul Rubens, The Garden of Eden with the Fall of Man). But what about something like a still life by Cézanne?  Apples and biscuits are obviously not individual agents and nothing seems to change either - in other words there seems to be no plot. Yet if Diderot had lived for another hundred years, he would perhaps have argued that someone placed the apples on the plate and the biscuits next to them because she was expecting visitors this afternoon, and thus made it narrative. (I will return to Diderot in the following.) It seems different with abstract or non-figurative painting. On the basis of Ryan’s description of the three dimensions of story, I am not sure that we can speak of ‘non-figurative narrative painting’. However, this is what Mieke Bal does in an essay suggesting how we may read David Reed’s # 275 as narrative (Bal 1996). But Bal sees Reed’s painting as a ‘deictic’ painting and therefore emphasizes a different aspect of narrative than Ryan. With narrative as defined on the basis of story or storyworlds, a painting such as Reed’s does not seem narrative to me, but I will leave it up to others to determine whether the idea of non-figurative narrative painting could somehow make sense within the framework of Ryan’s definition of narrative. To me narrative paintings are figurative. 
The reason why it is so difficult to define what would count as a narrative painting is that narrative emerges as a complex system, as I will argue below, and that narrative is constructed not only in the painting but also in the act of viewing the painting as my definition of narrative suggests. And it is possible (and likely) that others may see Ryan’s three dimensions in paintings even where I do not find them. Yet I think we have to avoid the situation where anything would count as narrative. We should not be so ‘constructivist’ that we end up claiming that anything (or nothing) can be defined as narrative. The pragmatic solution to this may be to say with Ryan that different media, and different genres within the media, have different narrative potential. This makes the issue of narrativity in painting (and elsewhere) a question of degree rather than kind. 
Of the three dimensions of story that define narrative, the temporal dimension seems to have the highest priority, and that may be seen as problematic in relation to painting, which has been described as a spatial as opposed to a temporal art form. This is the second way in which painting is distinguished as a narrative medium (the other being its lack of language channel). The differences and similarities between temporal and spatial art forms have been the subject of endless discussions, which I will not get into here. I will just hold that for narrative painting time is not absent. If time were absent in a painting (as in the kinds of painting where it really is the spatial dimension that is emphasized), perhaps we should not call it a narrative painting since narrative has the temporal dimension as its most fundamental characteristics. A narrative painting may show only a little window of time whereas a novel may show a larger one – the point is that it shows a window of time. 
To sum up, I have suggested that narrative is both a genre and a mode for understanding and that those two understandings meet in the general understanding of narrative in post-classical narratology. Within this framework I see narratives as unstable, irreducible, contradictory, incoherent, and contextualized constructs. Furthermore I see narrative as defined by story and storyworld and its spatial, temporal and formal dimensions. With this notion of narrative, different kinds of painting have different narrative potential, and I leave out of my discussion abstract and non-figurative painting as those kinds of painting in my view have a very low degree of narrativity. 
 2. Constructing narratives
As a starting point for discussing how a painting tells a story let us take a look at a painting, Jean-Baptiste Greuze’s A Young Girl Crying over her Dead Bird, and Diderot’s reading of the painting from The Salon of 1765. Here Diderot constructs a story that includes all the elements Ryan speaks of:
… On this morning, unfortunately, your mother was absent; he came, you were alone; he was so handsome, his expressions so truthful! He said things that went right to your soul . . . How difficult it was for him to tear himself away from you! . . . Your mother, she returned almost immediately after his departure, she found you in the dreamy state you were in a moment ago, one is always like that. Your mother spoke to you and you didn’t hear what she said; she told you to do one thing and you did another.  . . . she scolded you,  and this provided an occasion for you to cry without restraint and so lighten your heart . . . your good mother regretted having upset you, she approached you,  she took your hands, she kissed your forehead and  cheeks, and this made you cry even harder. . . .Your canary warbled, warned you, called to you, flapped its wings, complained of your having forgotten it, but to no avail; you didn’t see it, you didn’t hear it, your thoughts were elsewhere; it got neither its water nor its seeds, and this morning the bird was no more … You’re still looking at me; is it because I forgot something? Ah, I understand little one; this bird, it was he who gave it to you. (Diderot 1995: 98-99) 
There is a world inhabited by characters and objects: the girl, her mother, her lover, (Diderot figures that the girl in the painting cannot possibly be weeping for her dead bird only) and the dead bird. This world undergoes changes (the lover leaves, the mother gets angry with the girl, the girl is first happy with the lover then ‘in a dreamy state’ and finally unhappy, and these changes are caused by physical events (the young man leaves, the mother scolds the girl, the bird dies). So there is a temporal dimension to the story as well. Finally we find the logic, mental and formal dimension as well: there is a network of causal relation between the events (the bird dies because the girl forgets to feed it because she thinks of the young man, and the girl cries because the bird was given to her by the young man, the mother comforts the girl because she was too hard on her because the girl did not hear what she asked her to do because she was in a dreamy state because she was thinking of the young man etc.), and the events can  be related to mental states in the  sense that there are fictional minds  behind  them (those of the girl, the mother and the young man respectively) whose goals,  plans, and emotions  justify the actions. 
It is obviously an open question whether  - or rather to what extent – the narrative just described is ‘in’ Greuze’s paintings or whether it is a construction from Diderot’s mind resulting form Diderot’s role as observer. It is, in other words, a question whether narrative is caused by a ‘narrative object’ (the painting) or simply ‘made up’ by someone looking at it. I think we all agree that the whole storyworld constructed in the above narrative is not there in the painting - if nothing else then because Greuze did not include in his painting a lover or a mother (in the sense that he did not paint them) – but at the same time we cannot deny that the story may be evoked by the painting; Diderot may be right when he says that the girl cannot be so sad just because of a bird and so there must be more to the story. Questions like these seem to me results of the fact that painting is a non-verbal medium whereas most of us can only talk about painting in verbal language, and perhaps only perceive it in and through verbal language.​[3]​ We can perhaps say that Diderot’s reading of the painting shows how the narrative and its story with agents (characters), the temporal dimensions and the plot emerges. Heffernan would probably say that Diderot lets out the ‘inherent narrativity’ of the painting, but this term seems to situate narrative as an essential part of the painting, which it is not if we accept my definition of narrative (Heffernan 1991: 297-316). In stead I suggest that the narrative of the painting emerges as a complex system in ways that will hopefully become clearer in the course of this paper.  
To see how a narrative painting tells a story and how complexity theory may help us explain that, let us consider Mark C. Taylor’s notion of ’screens’ and ‘loops’ as presented in The Moment of Complexity: Emerging Network Culture. One of Taylor’s points is that in a complex world all reality is in some sense screened. Furthermore screens appear as loops where signs are signs of signs and images are images of images. This means that as a sign a painting refers not so much to reality as to other signs and sign systems, and that signs are self-reflexive in a particular way.  To emphasize this point Taylor refers to Magritte’s This Is Not a Pipe (1926) and its creative play with words and things. Obviously, self-reflexive painting is not only a 20th century phenomenon. Vermeer’s The Art of Painting from the 17th century shows much of the same self-reflexivity: This is a painting of a painter painting a painting (of a young woman with a hat). The process of painting is therefore thematized and revealed (which is also emphasized by the curtain that has been pulled back). We find representation  - and screening - thematized at different places in the painting: the painting is a representation of the young woman; on the wall hangs a map, which is a visual representation of a territory or piece of land; on the table lies as mask which may be a representation of someone or something; and the young woman is holding a book, which we must assume contains the verbal representation of something. 
The painting is thus a representation of pictorial representation itself including representations in other media, and Vermeer’s painting as a sign refers to other signs and the complex relationship between signs and things, which we see explicitly in the central figures of the painting: The artist in the painting may be painting a painting of a woman, but the woman he is painting in his painting is already a woman in a painting. Even though this is a painting from the 17th century, it displays some of the complexity concerning screens and loops which Taylor finds in 20th century art. The difference is that despite its self-reflexivity, Vermeer’s painting may not be as paradoxical as Magritte’s is (it is not entitled ‘This Is Not the Art of Painting’ or ‘This Is Not a Painting’), and it is possible to escape the loops of signs referring self-reflexivity to other signs, which we cannot really do in Magritte’s painting of the pipe that is not a pipe. Still Vermeer’s painting thematizes how reality is screened, and how signs can represent other signs.
We may conceive of the self-reflexivity in Vermeer’s painting differently today than people did over 300 years ago, and it is most likely that that the way I emphasize its thematization of signs, screens, and loops differs significantly from Vermeer and his contemporaries. The reason for this is that the painting is read in another context, which we must take into consideration when we discuss how a painting tells a story. So even though the 17th century may not have been complex in Taylor’s sense of the word, a 17th century painting may well be complex in the 21st century. This means that we must take a closer look at the concept of context because the concept ‘context’ is itself complex. It is not only a question of distinguishing between a 17th century context and a 21st century context; we have to acknowledge the complexity of each context and the complex interaction between different contexts. Each context forms its own complex system, and together they make up another complex system. What is often referred to as the ‘original context’ (of production) must be considered complex both in itself and because of the simple fact (as pointed out by Bryson) that the ‘then’ is only known as it arises within the ‘now’ (Bryson 1991: 61-73). If we want to describe how Vermeer’s painting tells a story, we must keep in mind that narratives are contextualized constructs, and that context is complex. 
Thus, apart from constructing the story on the basis of the expression of the young woman and the artist, the empty chair, the light coming in through the window etc., we may look up details about the painting’s production, the painter, and the complex interaction among the scientific, military, medical, intellectual and religious practices of the 17th century (what Bryson sees as making up the sphere of culture) (Bryson 1991: 72). But signs are not determined once and for all, and they are subject to historical change (as is the ‘original context’). So the way we construct the story of Vermeer’s painting today is framed by our own situating in early 21st century complex culture. To attempt exclusively to reconstruct a ‘period’ negates the projective character of the sign which Bryson emphasizes as well as the complex nature of context.​[4]​
If signs are subject to historical change and if context is complex, how do time and the historical process affect the way paintings tell stories? Two examples: 1. If we look at Joseph Wright’s painting from 1766 called A Philosopher Giving That Lecture on the Orrery, in Which a Lamp Is Put in Place of the Sun, we can see that the title of the painting (in a way the painting’s first interpretation) helps construct the story of the painting. But today we may see it as also telling the story of the Enlightenment and the scientific revolution of the 17th century beginning with Copernicus in the 16th century and culminating with Newton’s The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy in 1687 and how it literally enlightened the people who listened to the ‘new lectures’ (all the faces are lit as if by the a light coming from the orrery itself). Yet at the same time the painting may be telling another, contradictory, narrative as well. Two of the figures in the painting – the man sitting on the right and in particular the woman sitting on the left – look sad and unhappy as if this whole new scientific explanation of the world with all its Newtonian mechanics (the philosopher in the middle looks like Newton) is not so promising. As we know now, this contradicting narrative about the scientific revolution and how it left people with a feeling of isolation and fragmentation was formulated by important thinkers towards the end of the 18th century and keeps influencing philosophical thinking down to our own day. So from this point of view the painting projects itself historically and anticipates narratives to be constructed later - or we can say that the complex narrative of this painting emerges as an unstable, contradictory and contextualized construct.
2. In Ford Madox Brown’s Work (1852) we see again how a painting tells a story. Here a world is constructed in which the different figures tell their own story of what ‘work’ means. The individual figures in the painting seem to be representatives of various classes in Victorian society. If we say that the painting tells a story of the various classes in Victorian society (as the notes The Norton Anthology of English Literature 7th ed. Media Companion do), it is because we relate it to what else we know about Victorian society, that is, we try to reestablish the painting’s ‘original context’. But that cannot be properly done unless we see that ‘original context’ as complex and as framed by our own context. And since both sign and context are influenced by time and the historical process, a future reading of Work will differ from today’s reading. This again suggests that the story a painting tells emerges as a complex narrative – unstable and potentially contradictory. The ‘original context’ – if it ever existed - is ignorant of the context of perception, yet both contexts affect each other and the emerging narrative of the painting. This means that we can see the emerging narrative as a complex system and the different kinds of (re)constructed contexts as elements of such a complex system. 
Let us now turn to the 20th century and see if and if so how the ways in which paintings tell stories differ from those of previous centuries. Walter Sickert’s Ennui from 1914 shows two figures situated in a domestic scene staring in opposite directions. When compared to the dynamic impression of Work nothing much seems to happen in this painting. Yet there is a tension in the painting, and it is as if time is paused here. The man is inhaling smoke from his cigar and we are almost waiting for him to exhale and something to happen. The world constructed in this painting is inhabited by the two figures, but again we find the loop structure where the woman on the painting on the back wall reflects the woman in the painting (their upper body, arms and head are in the same position), and the portrait on the left hand wall reflects the man. The figures are in other words framed by other framed figures, and the story the painting tells relies on all of them. All figures (including the two in the paintings in the painting) look in different directions and it is difficult to construct a coherent non-contradictory story that would entail the mental states of all the figures. In stead the narrative constructed in this painting emphasizes difference, contradiction, and tension and of the figures not really being present in the scene – or of wishing to be elsewhere. 
Yet this is only part of what complicates the story evoked by the painting. There is no doubt that this painting – despite its drab realism – is highly self-reflexive. Apart from the paintings in the painting, suggesting representation of representation, there are all the objects that seem to have been squeezed into a room far too small for them, giving the painting its almost claustrophobic sense. The squeezing in of these objects (the table, the chair, the mantelpiece, the drawer, the bird cage) self-reflexively comments on the construction of a storyworld. It thus shows a world where reality is screened or as it is here, framed. Yet these frames are open: the portrait on the left hand wall ‘lacks’ one of its sides; it is as if the woman in the painting on the back wall leans out of the painting; the man stares out of the painting; and even the bird cage is ‘open’ on the one side. So despite its uneventful, claustrophobic and tense atmosphere, this painting does not close itself in on itself but instead opens up to whatever lies beyond its frame. In Vermeer’s painting most frames are whole frames suggesting that things, signs, and representations can be kept apart. In Sickert’s painting it is as if the frames no longer function as separating things but instead as permeable screens which at the same time keep apart and bring together figures, spaces and situations.
In Knud (1987) by Danish painter Poul Anker Bech we find the issues of frames, screens and the situating of figures thematized in an even more profound way. Here is another man sitting on a chair at a table staring in one direction with another figure staring in the opposite direction, but the other figure in the painting is not a woman but a pig, and the table and chair have been taken out of their conventional domestic situation and been re-placed in an unusual and illogical situation: on a beach with a pig. Yet we cannot say that Knud is more (or less) situated in the world presented in the painting than the man in Ennui is, but because he is placed in a strange and unexpected situation, the very fact that he is indeed placed in a situation becomes emphasized. The situation he is in is both cultural (the chair and the table) and natural (the beach and the ocean), and there is no clear distinction between the two (it is hard to see where the legs of the table end), which echoes the open frames in Ennui. 
The difference is that here it is not only the frames between worlds and things that have been opened: the very world around the figures in the painting has been set in motion. The horizon is tilted somewhat and where we would expect to find the ocean meeting the sky we find a different kind of landscape where the horizon is rotated a little more than 90 degrees with a completely different light. (Whereas the sun is setting in the ocean, here it seems to be midday.) Space and time have in other words been destabilized and made illogical and chaotic. We cannot really say if it is the beach that has ‘come off’ from the world, or whether we have something like two planes floating in space. In either case what we would normally take to be ‘solid facts about the world’ (such as the expectation that horizons are horizontal) have been challenged. It is an ‘illogical’ and ‘impossible’ painting and yet there it is. Perhaps to suggest that what we know of the world is s result of the way we choose to look at it, that objective certainty is perhaps not so objective or certain after all, or as Taylor puts it, ‘Since observer and observed are mutually implicated in the same system, knowledge of the object is conditioned by the subject.’ (Taylor 2001: 115) 
What is the pig doing in this strange world of a beach, a landscape and two horizons? Even Diderot might run into trouble trying to construct a convincing story of how the pig ended up looking curiously at us from this set-up of man, chair and table. (And it is almost hilarious to imagine the story of Diderot eagerly observing the pig in Bech’s painting in the same way as he did the girl in Greuze’s painting, but that is another story). We may begin a story about how the pig supplements the man by being his opposite:  it is curious, open, interested, and dynamic. But it is still a pig. Bech has commented on the reason for placing animals in his paintings and said that:
If I portray a mood, for instance emphasized by a lonely person standing on a balcony, it tells a story about loneliness. OK, then I could add a dog, for example. Then I still get a certain social narrative: then I get the story about the man and the faithful dog. But if instead I add a hen, then I give up the social association, and I get a different way of balancing things, which does not really give any logical explanation . . .Why not do something with a pig?  Pigs are so hard to handle because they have got such a tarnished image. [my translation] (Bech quoted in Jensen 2000: 52) 
So Bech wants to challenge our expected narratives, and he does that by adding noise to them – here in the form of a pig. Hence we can say that the pig functions as a self-reflexive comment on the way we construct stories. By placing the pig in his painting Bech disturbs the system of constructing narratives (just as he does by ignoring what he calls ‘the tyranny of the inviolable horizon’), forcing it to reorganize in a new form. 
What kind of story does Knud tell? First of all it tells a story of how everything – and everyone – is in a situation which is cultural as well as natural. This situation is illogical, paradoxical, and complex as signs are replaced and re-placed.  The coordinates that would help stabilize such a position and situation have been distorted and no longer function as fixed points of reference, and thus the idea of objective knowledge about reality is questioned. Second, the idea that narrative paintings retell already known narratives is self-reflexively commented on (and in a quite humorous way). This means that the narrative that emerges from this painting is complex at all levels, and the painting as such borders on the chaotic. It is still a narrative painting and it still has both the spatial, temporal and formal aspects of story - but they have all been played with and made much more complex. 
As my reading of Knud suggests I see Bech’s painting as telling a story that is not only complex in itself but which also thematize complex culture and experience. Reality is screened and in network culture ‘subjects are screens and knowing is screening’ (Taylor 2001: 200). Two examples: 1. Bech’s painting from 1972 called Kadunga may be seen as a graphic illustration of this idea. Here we see a television screen which displays a face wearing reflecting sunglasses. It is almost as if the face pops out from the television screen screening the reality of the room (and us) in which the television is situated. So it is screens screening screens screening screens in a strange loop way. 2. In Bech’s painting from 1986 called Mediet [The Medium] we find the idea that subjects are screens and knowing is screening thematized in various ways.  This painting was made for the editorial office of a local newspaper, and it illustrates the journalistic process of collecting, screening and processing information. The glass in the huge window, which at the same time keeps out and brings in the outside word, may be seen as illustrating screened perception, and the two journalists at work by a computer as the process of collecting and arranging screened perceptions into an object (the text on the computer screen). The screened reality of the huge window is a slightly distorted version of an already known reality: the city of Aalborg where the newspaper resides. But as in Knud, Bech has tilted the horizon a little and made the water a little too blue and thereby questioned the representational value of it. This is why the city seen in the window - despite it being painted in a ‘realistic’ manner - seems to represent screened perception and a screened reality rather than what would be an ‘objective representation’ of reality. The painting itself becomes a kind of screen – both in the sense that it screens the spatio-temporal situation of the editorial office (in which it is itself placed) and in the sense that it screens the process of information screening characteristic of a newpaper. The painting thus tells both the story of the literal information process characteristic of journalistic work and in a self-reflexive way a complexity story where reality is screened, subjects are screens and knowing is screening.
In my reading of the emergent narratives of paintings from the past three hundred years I have emphasized context, time, self-reflexivity and screens. I will end my discussion of narrative paintings with two Bech paintings that show how history may re-enter the picture of contemporary painting in a new way.​[5]​ The paintings entitled Roosevelt og hans moder i dansk landskab [Roosevelt and his Mother in Danish Scenery] (1993) and Sommerlevn [Summer Remains] (1992) situate historical figures in situations where historical time and place have been put out of action. In the first painting Bech has placed Roosevelt and his mother in a Danish scenery, in the form of a kind of detached piece of farmland, sitting at the tipping point of we do not know what, and in the other painting he has placed Churchill in a sofa with Chinese former leader Chou En-lai in front of the backside of a Danish farm. Here both figures look like illustrations of persons rather than ‘real’ persons: Churchill looks like a faded and yellowed photograph and Chou En-lai looks like a picture from a newspaper. It literally seems as if they (as images) have been cut out from another (textual) context and pasted onto this landscape. In Bech’s paintings historical figures – and history – are not left in their ‘original context’ but recontextualized both spatially and temporally. This means that the projective character of the sign has in a way been literalized in these paintings. Contexts frame contexts and past and present turn back on each other.  These painting do not evoke the stories of Roosevelt, Churchill and Chou En-lai or the historical ‘period’ they belonged to in the same way as we saw in A Philosopher and Work. Rather these paintings can be seen as a kind of historiographic metapainting, where any clear-cut distinction between history and fiction, between historical people and images, between ‘then’ and ‘now’, and between reality and art, has been erased.
Conclusion
I have argued that a painting tells a story in ways that show narrative as having the characteristics of a complex system. Narrative is dynamic, endlessly reorganizing itself in new ways. Narrative emerges as different element interact, and there are loops in the interaction. Narrative is open, and it interacts with the world around it. And narrative evolves through time. This means that as a concept ‘narrative’ is far from the ordered, stable and synchronic system classical narratologists hoped to discover as existing prior to any actual narrative.

















^1	 NOTES Literary studies have been considered in the light of systems theory, see for instance the special issue of European Journal of English Studies (2001), Vol. 5, No.3, and Christoph Reinfandt has discussed ‘Dimensions of Meaning in Modern Narrative: A Systems-Theoretical Approach to Narrative’, but as far as I know narrative painting has not yet been considered within such a framework.
^2	 In the following I will use Herman’s distinction between ‘classical narratology’ and ‘post-classical narratology’  - a distinction which is becoming established in narrative theory. There are some problems in using Currie’s term ‘postmodern narrative theory’ to cover the different kinds of post-classical narratology. As Nünning has pointed out to me, it may indeed be a contradiction in terms to speak of postmodern (or poststructuralist) narratology. 
^3	 The introduction to the special issue of Paragraph, Vol. 19, No. 3 (1996), ‘Painting and Narrative’, emphasizes how paintings ‘functions – in relation to the spectator – through the mediation of the structure of and in language.’ 
^4	  By talking about Vermeer’s painting I have only wanted to introduce the importance of self-reflexivity, screens and loops for the construction of narratives in painting and to show that such ‘meta-painting’ goes further back than the 20th century. For a much more thorough discussion of early modern meta-painting, see Victor I. Stoichita’s excellent book The Self-Aware Image  - in particular chapters 7 and 8, which also includes a reading of Vermeer’s The Art of Painting. Thanks to Camelia Elias for directing my attention to this book. 
^5	 Donna Dorian Wall has suggested that in the 20th century religious figures (favoured by medieval and Renaissance painters) and figures from history, mythology and legend (favoured by artists well into the 19th century as heroic models for the common man) have disappeared from narrative painting. 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